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Clicky Pen Lab
Our goal in this lab is to investigate how energy is transformed, transfered
between objects, stored, and released. The particular thing we are
investigating is something familiar to all of you: a "clicky pen."

I have to give potential energy to the pen to get it to click in. I can tell this because the pen resists me trying
to click it in, and it clicks back out happily as soon as I let it. I could do the same thing in a more
scientifically measurable way by dropping it from a certain height. Suppose that I measure that the bottom
of the pen is .5 m above the table when I release it; you can use this to find teh potential energy.

Mass of the pen (one person measure, everyone copy it down):

How much potential energy did the pen have when I let it go?

How much total energy?

How much kinetic energy did it have just before it hit the table?

Wh does the pen bounce around so much?

1. Investigating the Pen's Potential

Now that we've gone over the basics of the lab as a class, work in your groups to answer the following
questions.

1. How much energy is needed to click in the pen?

2. What do you notice about how the pen acts when you drop it from just high enough to supply this
energy? (You could compare it to just below this amount or to much higher than the required amount)
What does this tell you?

3. How much energy is needed to unclick the pen?

4. What do you notice about how the pen acts when you drop it from just high enough to supply this
energy? (You could compare it to just below this amount or to much higher than the required amount)
What does this tell you?



5. About how much energy do you think is stored inside the pen when it is clicked in? How do you
know?

6. When the pen unclicks and jumps up, it doesn't jump back as high as you would expect. Some energy
has simply been lost by the pen. Where did it go?

2. Taking apart the pen

Take your pen apart as fully as you can without breaking anything. In the space below, sketch what you see,
and explain how this relates to what you found out about energy being stored in the pen. In particular, think
about:

What inside the pen is storing the energy?
What inside the pen is controlling and trapping that stored energy?
How does the mechanism work?

3. Lab Writeup

For homework, write two paragraphs about this lab, to be turned in for a pop quiz grade. Describe what we
learned in the first part: that the pen was storing and releasing energy. Explain how we knew that this was
the case. Give exact numbers for how much energy it takes to click and unclick the pen and how much
energy the pen can store. Then, explain what we learned by taking the pen apart, and in what ways this
either agreed with your conclusions from the first part or required you to rethink them.


